Simplify portions of your organization’s most labor-intensive reporting! Now you can have a structure and process that makes reporting your demographic data and professional activities more effective, efficient, and streamlined.

**TRACK, TREND, AND REPORT DATA**

### Demographic Information
This repository enables you to compile and extract data to **complete a variety of required reports** including the Demographic Data Collection Tool® (DDTC®) for Magnet®, the Organizational Demographic Form (ODF) for Pathways to Excellence®, and other demographic reports.

### Required Education Tracking
**Track, trend, and analyze** completion of internal or hospital-specific required education—regardless of discipline—including ACLS, BLS, HIPPA education, and more.

### Professional Advancement Tracking
This is a customized platform built to **support your organization’s professional advancement program and career/clinical ladders**.

### Stories of Excellence
This repository houses stories of extraordinary care, excellent teamwork, and exemplary practice that support a variety of organizational self-studies. These exemplars will **support demonstrations of excellence** for Magnet®, Pathways to Excellence®, and Practice Transition Accreditation Program™ as well as other awards and accreditations.

For more information contact Marky or Gen: [CoE@chcm.com](mailto:CoE@chcm.com)

**SCHEDULE AN ONLINE DEMO TODAY!**
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